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Privacy policy 
for https://oanaratiu.com website visitors 

Published in May 25th 2018 
 
 
 
The operator of https://oanaratiu.com Oana Ratiu (Targu Mures, B-dul 1 Dec. 1918, 189. 

Romania 540003.), hereafter as a service provider and data controller) as a data controller, 

accepts the content of this legal notice as compulsory. Commits you to ensure that all data 

management related to your business complies with the requirements of this Code and the 

applicable national legislation and the legal acts of the European Union. 

 
 

COMMENT: 
At https://oanaratiu.com no data is currently processed. 
 

If the scope of our activities is expanding and it becomes necessary to extend this 
information, the Service Provider reserves the right to correct and alter any related 
changes. Of course, we will give notice to our users in due time of any changes. 

 
Privacy Policy for https://oanaratiu.comdata is permanently available at 

https://oanaratiu.com/policies 

 
 

About the usage of Cookies 
 

o Collect information about visitors and their browsing device 
o Note the custom settings for visitors that may be used (e.g. when using online 

transactions, so you do not have to type all the information again)  
o Facilitate the use of the website;  
o Provide a quality user experience. 
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For a tailor-made service, the user's computer has a small data packet, places a cookie and 

can read it at a later date. If your browser returns a previously saved cookie, the cookie 

operator can link the user's current visit with the last visit, but only for their own content. 

 
 

Essentially, session cookies are required 

These cookies are designed to enable visitors to browse https://oanaratiu.com in full and 

smooth, to use its features and the services available there. The duration of this type of 

cookie expires by the time the session (browsing) ends, and by closing the browser, this type 

of cookies is automatically deleted from the computer or other device used for browsing. 

 
 

Third party cookies (analytics)  
 

https://oanaratiu.com applies Google Analytics as a third-party cookie. Using Google 
Analytics for statistical purposes, https://oanaratiu.com collects information about how 
visitors use web pages. The data is used to improve the site's development and user 
experience. These cookies will remain on the browser, on the computer or on other types of 
browser, until the visitor cancels them or until they expire. 
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